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Abstract: In this paper, a practical and appropriate algorithm is provided for software production

scheduling chart estimation with waterfall method in fuzzy conditions. Producing software projects

production using different methodologies is facing uncertainty and therefore specific techniques are

required to determine their production scheduling chart estimation. Network models combining fuzzy

logic to define the sequence of the production stages and uncertainty are appropriate tools for software

projects and their production scheduling chart estimation modeling. In this paper, start time parameters

of each activity, duration of each activity and number of loops in the software production network

are defined as triangular fuzzy numbers (pessimistic, possible, optimistic) and results of software

projects production scheduling chart are defined as fuzzy sets. In this paper, network calculations

including fuzzy forward CPM are performed. Output of this algorithm is a fuzzy software production

scheduling charts. This method is more practical than existing scheduling estimation methods and has

less calculation and has upgrade and mechanization capability.
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INTRODUCTION

Software production scheduling chart estimation is one of the major columns of production project

management, software evaluation and selection. Inappropriate and unreal production scheduling chart estimation

of software projects leads to errors in current budget cost assessment, resource planning and provision, imposes

penalties on contracts and disparity in project progress reports and etc. One of the major reasons for

inappropriate and unreal scheduling chart estimation of software production project is disuse of suitable

techniques for software projects production scheduling chart estimation. Production planning of software

projects has specific features which distinct them from other projects such as: uncertainty in definition, project

activities duration and sequence, numerous cycles and resilience and non-recurrence of the project activities

which require special techniques to estimation the scheduling chart for these projects. Since, different

approaches including step-by-step, waterfall, prototype, spiral, rapid and parallel methods have been provided

for software projects production scheduling chart estimation. In software projects production scheduling chart

estimation, for all models are used deterministic networks techniques like CPM and rarely the stochastic

networks.

In deterministic networks techniques like CPM, all of software production network parameters (definition

of activities, sequence of activities and duration of activities) are defined deterministically. These techniques

are simple and effective and also several software products such as MSP, Primavera and Timeline have been

developed to increase their application. But generally, these techniques are not able to show the cycles, return

loops and uncertainty of the activities time and definition in software products projects. Therefore, results of

these techniques are widely inaccurate.

In stochastic networks techniques, parameters like definition and sequence of the activities, duration of

activities and their relationships are stochastic variables. Cyclic and acyclic stochastic networks are the

prominent examples of these networks (Schmidt, C.W., I.E. Grossmann, 2000). In acyclic stochastic networks,

only the activity duration parameter is uncertain and is estimated by probability distribution. This method in

real-life problems gives much more real results than certain method (CPM) and numerous papers have been

provided to extend this approach (Change, I.S., Y. Tsujimera, 1995). But these methods are not able to

consider the uncertainty of the activities duration and definition and also cycles in software projects production

scheduling chart estimation.
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Cyclic stochastic networks using logical nodes, stochastic paths and recurrent loops are suitable tools for

software projects modeling and they are able to solve the activities definition, duration and loops uncertainty

problem in these projects. But lack of the required statistics and information for stochastic parameters

estimation in software production projects and lack of the analytical methods in cyclic stochastic networks by

combination of the various production stages is a difficulty toward the application of his method to estimate

software projects production scheduling. Hence, to solve the cyclic networks problems generally we use the

simulation method and combination of the various production stages using computer programs. In this paper

we try to develop a practical and suitable technique for software projects production scheduling chart

estimation. In this case, software projects production scheduling chart estimation is performed in a more real

way.

Fuzzy Scheduling Techniques:

Fuzzy logic is a suitable tool to define the uncertainty and ambiguity in human performance assessments.

In software projects production fuzzy scheduling chart estimation techniques, parameters and their relationships

are fuzzy and fuzzy sets are used to define the uncertainty of these parameters. Main reasons for the

application of fuzzy logic in software production projects scheduling are:

1. Ambiguity and uncertainty in definition and sequence of activities,

2. Uncertainty in activity duration assessment,

3. Inaccessibility and lack of information of past and similar projects and in estimating idea of experts,

4. Less information requirement of the fuzzy approaches in comparison with stochastic methods,

5. Facility of fuzzy methods solution and less calculation in comparison with stochastic methods.

Chanas and Kamberovsky (Prade, H., 1979) in 1981 and Henry Pod (Evans, G.W., W. Karwowski, 1989)

in 1979 first applied fuzzy logic in project production scheduling. They replaced the stochastic parameters with

fuzzy parameters in cyclic stochastic network. Since several techniques have been developed for fuzzy project

scheduling which from the application point of view can be divided to three categories of fuzzy time, fuzzy

network and cyclic fuzzy network (Lorterpong, P., O. Meselhi, 1996).

In the network technique with fuzzy time, the only fuzzy parameter is the network time and other parameters

like operations definition and operations sequence are certain. Many articles have been issued in this context

and so many approaches have been extended (Itakura, H., Y. Nishikawa, 1984; Cheng, C.H., 1996; Hapke,

M., A. Jasksevicz, 1994). These techniques give much more real results in comparison with deterministic

techniques but they are not able to model the uncertainty of the operations definition and sequence and also

the cycles in order production planning schedule determination.

In the network technique with fuzzy parameters, operations definition, duration and sequence parameters

can be defined as fuzzy parameters but cycles can not be considered by these techniques and also no suitable

solution method has been provided except Evans et al. (Hapke, M., R. slowinski, 1996) solution method

provided in 1989.

Cyclic fuzzy networks and cyclic stochastic networks are the same with this exception that stochastic

parameters are replaced with fuzzy parameters. These networks using the high capabilities of the cyclic

stochastic networks and fuzzy sets provide suitable tools for software projects production scheduling chart

estimation. Cyclic fuzzy networks were first introduced by Inakora and Nishikara (Hapke, M., R. slowinski,

2000) in 1984 and later Cheng (Czyzak, P., A. Jaskieviez, 1996) developed a specific state of the cyclic fuzzy

networks which cannot be used for fuzzy projects scheduling chart estimation. The approach developed by

Inakora has investigated the various node combinations in cyclic fuzzy networks and can be used for software

projects production scheduling chart estimation. But unfortunately, it is not a practical method and its

computational logic is confronted with some difficulties as below:

1. In this method, activity duration is considered as discrete fuzzy numbers which is impractical in reality

and makes the data acquisition process very difficult.

2. This algorithm is based on the stages, paths and loops determination which is very difficult in the case

of large networks and makes the computations more complex.

3. Loops frequency determines the level of computational complexity since recurrent loop paths increases the

computations.

4. This method is suitable for computerization of computations and along with upgrading the industrial

network.

5. Existing method’s computations are based on paths and use less job stages.
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According to the existing methods problems and insufficiencies, a new method has been developed in this

paper with computerization and upgrading capabilities and using more job stages with the aim of making this

method more practical. Activity duration and loops repeat number parameters in cyclic fuzzy networks are

represented by triangle fuzzy numbers (pessimistic, probable and optimistic) and the output activities of groups

belong to fuzzy sets. In this method, required calculations like CPM method are based on the software

production stages. Output of this algorithm is a production scheduling chart of all the software production

stages which are represented by fuzzy numbers. The validity and practicality of this method on the existing

stochastic and fuzzy networks has been implemented and compared using several examples. Also, finally this

method has been implemented on municipality architecture and urbanism software real-life project and the

provided technique has been modified during the application. Then with the use of results we earned in the

Yager’s ranking index for the final activity completion time and linear programming is compared.

Development of a Solution Method for Cyclic Fuzzy Networks:

The first stage of production scheduling chart estimation for software projects is the definition of nodes,

paths and loops required for software system production. As much as we get to know the problem, the result

of the schedule will be more real and this is a part of the project management art. In this investigation, cyclic

fuzzy networks are used to model the software projects and network parameters are represented by fuzzy sets.

In this method first we evaluate the projects information according to definitions and assumptions below and

project job network is described. The next step is solving the cyclic fuzzy network with regard of the existing

techniques insufficiencies; a new algorithm has been developed for this objective. The output of this algorithm

includes the job process stages schedule and project completion time as fuzzy numbers.

Definition of a Cyclic Fuzzy Network:

Cyclic fuzzy network and cyclic stochastic network are the same except that in cyclic stochastic network;

stochastic parameters are replaced with fuzzy parameters which include job process stages, paths and loops.

Project Process Stages:

Various models are available for software projects production. Among these models, step-by-step, waterfall,

parallel, prototype, components collection can be mentioned. In this paper a multi-stage production model has

been studied for order production but the extended method is easily applicable for other software production

models.

Directional Fuzzy Paths:

In this paper, stochastic paths have been replaced by fuzzy paths. Each fuzzy path starts from one node

and ends to another node. Each path is specified with two parameters:

ijt : Fuzzy time of the activities process indicates the approximate time of the project activities process.

ijì : Membership degree of the path which indicates the feasibility of that path.

Cycles and Loops:

niEach L  loop consists of one or more activity which is executable more than once. Fig. 1 shows each loop

with two parameters: Cycles and loops

L n i ì = loop occurrence possibility,

L ni r = loop frequency.

Fig. 1: Loop models network.

Network Assumptions:

In this algorithm, for practicality and ease of calculations, the following assumptions are considered.

Indeed, this solution method can easily be generalized to the general state and without the following

assumptions.
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ijActivities duration (t ). These times are represented as linguistic variables. In this project, for practicality

and ease of the calculations, we have used triangular fuzzy numbers (pessimistic, probable, optimistic) for the

estimations (Prade, H., 1979). In general, expert people’s ideas and opinions can be useful to determine each

activity’s duration. Of course, expert people’s ideas may differ. For the expert people’s ideas to be convergent,

fuzzy Delphi approach can be used (Evans, G.W., W. Karwowski, 1989). A more simple method is using the

average of people’s ideas in Formula 5. In this paper, we calculate the average of the fuzzy numbers and use

them to determine each activity’s fuzzy duration.

1 3 2Fig. 2 shows a situation when activity duration is in (t –t ) but most of the times it is equal to t .

Fig. 2: Triangular representation of the fuzzy activities duration.

L n ILoop frequency (r ). The loop frequency also is a fuzzy number which can be observed approximately

for five times (maximum 8 times, minimum 3 times). To display the fuzzy number of the loops, we can act

like activities fuzzy duration determination except that frequency number unit is used instead of the time unit.

Loops membership degrees. In this project, according to model’s assumptions, a definitive number between

0 and 1 is used to assess membership degree of the loops. In practice, possibility of the loops can be stated

approximately (approximately 20%, between 20% and 30% and etc.). These membership degrees are stated by

project administrators which are fuzzy concepts and can be represented as fuzzy numbers. The closer these

numbers to 1, it means that activity and loop occurrence is more possible (membership degree of the loop is

higher). If degree of membership is described as fuzzy numbers, in this method we use the average of the

triangular fuzzy numbers with Formula 5.

`Loops occurrence feasibility is equal for all frequencies and number of the activities on the path of the

loop is totally definite.

1 1 1 2 2 2If M = (a , b , c ) and N = (a , b , c ) represent two triangular fuzzy numbers then, required fuzzy

calculations are performed as below:  

Fuzzy addition:      (1 )

  

Fuzzy multiplication:     (2 )

Fuzzy and a natural number multiplication:  r � M= (r.a, r.b, r.c)   r>0   (3 )

Fuzzy maximum function:      ( 4 )

Triangular fuzzy numbers average:     (5 )

Fuzzy minimum function:     (6 )
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Network Solution Method:

Concerning the difficulties and insufficiencies of the existing methods and with the aim of practicality and

computerization and upgrading capabilities of fuzzy networks, in this paper a new method have been developed

to solve fuzzy networks. In this algorithm, network calculations are similar to the fuzzy CPM method.

Genera l stages of these networks are described below:

Network activities are evaluated and average activity duration is calculated for each activity.

Set release time of the start node to zero:

start startT  = ST  = (0, 0, 0)

Calculate and evaluate the average release time of each node from beginning to end.

By evaluating the final node, project’s completion time is obtained and the network is scheduled:

Project endT  = AT  

Analyze the software project scheduling results. 

Network Activities Evaluation:

Existent activities in cyclic fuzzy networks may be nested in several loops (Fig. 3) and iteration possibility

of the inner loops is independent of the outer loops which must be considered during average duration activity.

In this case, time value of each activity primarily includes the time of the activity plus the average value time

of that activity in recurrence of the loops. Accordingly, value of each activity is calculated as below.

Fig. 3: Fuzzy network loops representation.

jkCalculating the Unit Time Value for an Activity (t ):

Unit time value of an activity is the average fuzzy time of an activity obtained through the expert people’s

consultation.

Calculating the Activity Frequency Resulted from Recurrent Loops:

Since loops frequency is a fuzzy number, thus each activity’s frequency is obtained from the sum of the

products of loops fuzzy numbers and their occurrence possibility:

  (7)

Calculating the Average Activity Duration:

Each activity is obtained through the sum of the activity time and product of activity frequency and

activity time:

  (8)

Nodes Evaluation:

Nodes evaluation is performed according to input and output activities. Primary release time for a node

i(ST ) is equal to the maximum finishing time of the all input activities to that node. This time is obtained

according to the completion of the input activities to each node. After the first evaluation of the nodes, if there

is a loop in output paths (i.e., there is a return possibility) then time of the loop is added to the beginning

released time of the node. Therefore, we define another parameter for the node calling it the average released

ntime of the node (MT ). This time indicates the average of the possible released times of the node. Evaluation

procedure for each node is as below.
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Calculating Input Activities Finish Time:

Each activity’s finish time is equal to sum of the average release time of the first node and fuzzy activity

duration. Therefore, this finish time is calculated as below regardless of the input activities:

  (9)

iCalculating the Node Primary Released Time (ST ):

iAmount of this parameter (ST ) is calculated according to the input activities finish time. According to

software production model’s definition, a node is released when all of its input activities are completed. Thus,

primary release time of each node can be equal to the maximum finish time of the input activities. Therefore,

generally the primary release time of a node can be envisioned as average of the input activities finish time

and activity duration in recurrent loops. As an example, for node n in Fig. 3 we will have:

 (10)

Analysis of the Production Planning Results:

Outputs of this method include scheduling chart for each stage of the software project which can be

obtained through each node and activities evaluation calculations. Since, calculations are based on the nodes,

it is similar to forward CPM calculations and has the capability to be computerized and upgraded. Project

completion time is a fuzzy number. Since our input parameters are triangular fuzzy numbers, then also the

project completion time will be a triangular fuzzy number. It means that in fuzzy networks, review of the

project completion time to a definitive number will be a fuzzy number (interval) which is consistent with

reality and eliminates the stresses and tensions in project control sessions and also cost assessment process will

be more real.

If we assume the project completion time to be a triangular fuzzy number (a, b, c) then this interval

indicates that the day is completed at this interval with a confidence level. A is considered as a risk level and

decision maker can calculate and analyze the project completion time interval at various risk levels (Fig. 4).

Average of the project completion time can be obtained through defuzzification in Formula 5.

Fig. 4: Fuzzy project completion time diagram.

Validity and Reliability of the Extended Algorithm:

To test the new method and evaluate the validity and reliability of the extended model, we must make

comparison between this method and existing methods. For this purpose, we have selected and designed several

theory examples and solved them using new and existing methods and compared the results. This method has

been applied to several practical projects at ICT organization of municipality of Tehran. We refer to one of

them as an example.

In this section, an example of the cyclic probabilistic networks in Ref. (Wang, J., 2004) has been

considered. This example has been solved by new and existing methods. As a result, project completion time

in stochastic state (normal distribution) is equal to 12.5 but fuzzy project completion time is (11.5, 14.7, 17.5)

average fuzzy project completion time using formula (1-8) is equal to 14.7 considered project is completed

during 18 months. As you can see, error of the fuzzy method is equal to 3.3 months which is less than the

stochastic method (5.5 months). Another example of the cyclic fuzzy networks is extracted from Ref. (Chanas,

S., J. Kamburowski, 1981) and has been solved by cyclic fuzzy network solution and extended methods.

Average of the fuzzy project completion times is 9.5 and 16, respectively. Delay time by this method regarding
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the real project completion time is equal to 2 months and 8.5 months. For both of the examples above, it is

evident that fuzzy extended method’s solution has smaller error values.

For more assurance of the validity and reliability of the extended algorithm, an architecture and urbanism

software production project has been planned by municipality ICT organization using CPM method, then we

compared   its results with the results of the Yager’s ranking method and linear programming. Procedure is

as below:

Numerical Example;

Project Network Definition and Drawing (Description):

This project encompasses designing, production and implementation of municipality architecture and urban

software. Cyclic fuzzy network of this project is depicted in Fig. 5. Project’s input parameters are listed in

Table 1.

Table1: Order production network loops and activities

Rank Activity Activity description (loop) Activity duration (day), Activity occurrence 

code (loop) loop frequency (number) probability (loop)

1 s-1 Understanding system needs and requirements (5, 7, 10) 1

2 1-2 Determining required systems (11, 14, 20) 1

3 s-2 System analysis (20, 28, 35) 1

4 2-3 System design (17, 20, 25) 1

5 3-4 System implementation (28, 30, 36) 1

6 4-5 System test and delivery (5, 8, 11) 1

7 5-F System maintenance and installation (8, 11, 15) 1

8 4-F System set-up and installation (5, 8, 12) 1

9 4-2 Loop (4�2) (1, 2, 3) 0.2

10 5-1 Loop (5�1) (3, 4, 5) 0.4

11 5-2 Loop (5�2) (2, 3, 4) 0.3

12 F-S Loop (F�S) (2, 3, 4) 0.3

Solving Cyclic Networks:

This stage includes network activities evaluation using Formulas (7) and (8) and evaluation of the nodes using

Formulas (9) and (10). Results are provided in Tables (2) and (3).

Table 2: Activity duration including iteration loops

Activity Iteration Activity Loop occurrence Frequency Activity Final activity Final activity

loops duration probability (loop) frequency frequency completion time

S-1 (F-S) (5, 7, 10) 0.3 (2, 3, 4) (0.6, 0.9, 1.2) (1.6, 1.9, 2.2) (8, 13, 22)

1-2 (F-S) (11,14,20) 0.3 (2, 3, 4) (1.8, 2.5, 3.2) (2.8, 3.5, 4.2) (31, 49, 84)

(5-1) 0.4 (3, 4, 5)

S-2 (F-S) (20, 28, 35) 0.3 (2, 3, 4) (0.6, 0.9, 1.2) (1.6, 1.9, 2.2) (32, 53, 77)

2-3 4-2 (17, 20, 25) 0.2 (1, 2, 3) (2.6, 3.8, 5) (3.6, 4.8, 6) (61, 96, 150)

5-1 0.4 (3, 4, 5)

5-2 0.3 (2, 3, 4)

F-S 0.3 (2, 3, 4)

3-4 4-2 (28, 30, 36) 0.2 (1, 2, 3) (2.6, 3.8, 5) (3.6, 4.8, 6) (101, 144, 216)

5-1 0.4 (3, 4, 5)

5-2 0.3 (2, 3, 4)

F-S 0.3 (2, 3, 4)

4-5 5-1 (5, 8, 11) 0.4 (3, 4, 5) (2.4, 3.4, 4.4) (3.4, 4.4, 5.4) (17, 35, 59)

5-2 0.3 (2, 3, 4)

F-S 0.3 (2, 3, 4)

5-F F-S (8, 11, 15) 0.3 (2, 3, 4) (0.6, 0.9, 1.2) (1.6, 1.9, 2.2) (13, 21, 33)

4-F F-S (5, 8, 12) 0.3 (2, 3, 4) (0.6, 0.9, 1.2) (1.6, 1.9, 2.2) (8, 15, 26)

Table 3: Software production schedule

Node Input activity Final activity completion Input activities finish time Node release time

S - (0, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0)

1 S-1 (8, 13, 22) (8, 13, 22) (8, 13, 22)

2 1-2 (31, 49, 84) (39, 62, 106) (39, 62, 106)

S-2 (32, 53, 77) (32, 53, 77)

3 2-3 (61, 96, 150) (100, 158, 256) (100, 158, 256)

4 3-4 (101, 144, 216) (201, 302, 472) (201, 302, 472)

5 4-5 (17, 35, 59) (218, 337, 531) (218, 337, 531)

F 5-F (13, 21, 33) (231, 358, 564) (231, 358, 564)

4-F (8, 15, 26) (209, 317, 498)
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Project Completion Time Calculation and Final Results Analysis:

Since the project is completed, results of these two methods can be compared with the real project completion

time. Project completion time estimation by CPM method is equal to 3 months which in comparison with the real

project completion time (10 months) has much more error. Result of the project completion time estimation by new

fuzzy method is equal to (7.5, 11.7, 17.8) months which is closer to the real project completion time and if we only

consider the average of the fuzzy project completion time (12 months), in comparison with CPM method has much

less error.

Fig. 5: Municipality architecture and urban software production waterfall model

Example solving with the use of linear programming method and Yager’s ranking method

In continue this network information has been solved by one of existing methods (Shih-Pin, Chen, Yi-Ju Hsueh,

2007), as follow:

Ordering Fuzzy Sets with Using of the Yager’s Ranking Index Method:

á áIn this stage á-cut of activity final time that are triangle fuzzy numbers has been considered then t and t  forL U

each has been calculated. The Yager’s ranking index calculates with Formula 11. You can see this unit stages in the

Table (4). 

Table 4: Ordered times

á áActivity Final activity t t IL U

completion time

S-1 (8, 13, 22) 8+5á 22-9á 14

1-2 (31, 49, 84) 31+18á 84-35á 53.25

S-2 (32, 53, 77) 32+21á 77-24á 53.75

2-3 (61, 96, 150) 61+35á 150-54á 100.75

3-4 (101, 144, 216) 101+43á 216-72á 151.25

4-5 (17, 35,59) 17+18á 59-24á 36.5

5-F (13, 21, 33) 13+8á 33-12á 22

4-F (8, 15, 26) 8+7á 26-11á 16
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     (11)

Use of Linear Programming to Solve Network:

One of effective methods to find critical path and project total duration time is linear programming method. The

general form of fuzzy network linear programming with a unit flow enters the project network at the start node and

leaves at the finish node and n node is formulized as follows:

s.t.   

      i = 2, 3, …, n-1     (12)

     

ij     x  = 0 or 1

ij ijWhere x  is the decision variable denoting the amount of flow in activity (i,j) � A and denote T  as the activity

time of activity (i,j) � A.

Because the Yager’s ranking index also possesses linearity and additivity properties, we can change Formula

12 as follows: 

s.t.  

      i = 2, 3, …, n-1      (13)

      

ij      x  = 0 or 1

Above linearity programming for municipality architecture and urbanism software production network is as

follows:  

s1 12 s2 23 34 45 5F 4FMax I(D ) = 14x  + 53.25x  + 53.75x  + 100.75x  + 151.25x  + 36.5x  + 22x  + 16x

s1 s2x  + x  = 1s.t.

s1 12x  - x  = 0

s2 12 23x  + x  - x  = 0

23 34x  - x  = 0     (14)

34 4F 45x  - x  - x  = 0

45 5Fx  - x  = 0

5F 4Fx  + x  = 1

ijx  = 0 or 1
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Solving of above model results I              = 378 and the most critical path P* = {s�1�2�3�4�5�F}. If compare

this result with contents of chart 3 we can observe the Yager’s ranking index and linear programming method also

confirms heuristic algorithm results.

Conclusion:

Fuzzy cyclic networks using the high capabilities of the network models and fuzzy sets are suitable tools for

research projects planning. These networks and stochastic networks are the same in which the stochastic parameters

are replaced with fuzzy parameters which include logical nodes, fuzzy branches and loops. In this paper, a new

method is developed for solving the cyclic fuzzy networks. In this method, input parameters include project activities

network, determining the activities fuzzy time parameter, membership degree for each activity, fuzzy frequency of

the loops and loops occurrence possibility. For this purpose, we use simple rules of addition, multiplication,

maximum and minimum. Output of this method includes a fuzzy schedule for the project production stages.

To evaluate the validity and reliability of this method, it ha s been applied to theory examples of the cyclic

stochastic and cyclic fuzzy networks which have given much better results. Also this method has been applied to

a real municipality architecture and urbanism software production project and the obtained results were closer to

reality in comparison with other methods. Advantages of this method over deterministic and stochastic networks

techniques are as below:

Cycle fuzzy network techniques like cyclic stochastic techniques have more capability to display the possible

activities during projects, cycles and resilience planning especially in comparison with deterministic networks which

has less variability during the implementation.

In this technique, output parameters like project completion time are fuzzy numbers which are more real.

Furthermore, this technique reduces the stresses and strains in control project sessions and progress reports are closer

to reality.

Less information requirement to estimate the parameters in comparison with stochastic methods and parameters

estimation using fuzzy logic is closer to reality.

Facility of the fuzzy calculations over stochastic calculations.

The Yager’s ranking index and linear programming method can confirm the results of this method.

The results of this method in comparison with path control and stochastic methods had less error.

Capability to computerize and upgrade the fuzzy methods toward stochastic methods and much more real-life

application.

Future Subjects:

Use of fuzzy numbers in activities and loops occurrence possibility estimation, activities duration, sensitivity

analysis, upgrading activities network, cost assessment and achievement rate estimation are among the issued to be

mentioned to extend this method.

(Wang, J., 2004)
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